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k 
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τ shear stress (acting on fracture plane) 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 General Context  

For developers of deep geothermal projects, the largest economic risks result from 
insufficient knowledge of subsurface conditions. Non-optimal reservoir conditions or 
reservoir development strategies can lead to poor reservoir performance and the occurrence 
of induced seismicity, in particular in the case of enhanced geothermal system (EGS) 
developments.   

While hydraulic flow restrictions are frequently detected immediately after drilling and 
testing a ‘dry well’, induced seismicity can, in principle, occur at any time during geothermal 
operation (drilling, testing, production). For example, several EGS projects had to be 
abandoned already at an early stage after comparatively strong earthquakes were induced 
during initial well stimulation, e.g. at Basel/Switzerland [1] or Pohang/Korea [2]. Recent cases 
of felt seismicity during development of the geothermal sites at Balmatt/Belgium [3] and 
Vendenheim/France are currently under investigation and the consequences for the projects 
are not yet clear. 

Induced seismicity may also set in at a later stage of geothermal production only. For example, 
the geothermal production rate at the Landau/Germany geothermal site had to be reduced 
after felt seismicity had occurred following two years of geothermal production [4]. Similarly, 
two geothermal doublets were abandoned after several years of production due to induced 
seismicity at Californië/The Netherlands [5]. Clearly, a detailed understanding of the induced 
seismicity risks and the possibilities for risk mitigation, e.g. through site selection and system 
design, is a prerequisite for upscaling the technology.   

Within Task 7.4 – ‘Validation of the fluid migration models’ – of the S4CE project, we use 
physics-based, numerical models for studying geothermal reservoir performance and the 
potential for induced seismicity. This task builds on our results achieved within Task 5.4, 
where we have compiled numerical fluid flow models for the United Downs Deep Geothermal 
Power (UDDGP) project in Cornwall, UK and developed a new methodology (named SHPM) 
for inferring in situ hydraulic pressure changes from induced seismicity observations [6]. 
Within Task 7.4 we investigate how fluid flow models can be further refined and calibrated. 
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Figure 1: Original workflow. Prior to calibration, competing fluid flow models result in a forecast range which will narrow 
down in the course of project development. 

Our original workflow is schematically depicted in Figure 1: Fluid-flow models are compiled 
using a set of input parameters, which can be based on observations as well as on 
assumptions. Uncertainties of input parameters result in multiple fluid flow models, each 
model representing a possible combination of parameter values. Several (competing) 
numerical fluid flow models may therefore exist for the same geothermal reservoir.  

Fluid-flow models are used for numerically simulating the thermo-hydraulic reservoir 
performance and the induced seismicity response to geothermal operations (‘Model 
Forecast’). With increasing knowledge of subsurface conditions in the course of project 
development, parameter uncertainties reduce (i.e. the number of competing fluid flow 
models reduces), thereby systematically narrowing down the forecast range. 

An important component for calibrating fluid flow models against observations is the SHPM 
methodology. In principle, SHPM can provide information on hydraulic pressure evolution at 
various locations in the reservoir, thereby reducing or even eliminating the typical ambiguity 
associated with hydraulic model matching. Within Task 7.4 we investigate, for the first time, 
how SHPM observations can be used for model calibration with reference to field sites 
accesible to the S4CE consortium.  

Our main showcase is the UDDGP project, where two deep wells were drilled during the 
course of the S4CE project. As the overall project development at UDDGP is delayed, well 
testing and possible reservoir stimulation were not completed at the time of writing (Figure 
2). In particular, the number of seismic events induced so far at UDDGP is too small for 
applying the SHPM methodology. 
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Figure 2: Timeline of drilling and testing activities at UDDGP.  

Therefore, model refinement at UDDGP is restricted to updating input parameters using the 
most recent observations, while model calibration using SHPM is studied based on alternative 
data sets from two geothermal projects in Australia. The modified workflow is shown in Figure 
3.  

 
Figure 3: Modified workflow followed in Task 7.4. Due to the delay at UDDGP no data is available (yet) for calibrating the 
fluid flow model(s) using SHPM. Instead, the SHPM calibration procedure is developed and studied using alternative 
data sets.  

1.2 Deliverable Objectives 

This deliverable D7.2 – ‘Validation of the fluid migration models’ – describes the approach to 
calibrate models for fluid flow in the subsurface, the workflow, and the rationale behind it. 
The deliverable includes a framework for making prognoses of reservoir performance and 
induced seismicity response based on the subsurface information available at a certain stage 
of geothermal project development. For UDDGP, the potential for felt or even damaging 
seismicity is considered for the entire lifetime of the geothermal system. Stress changes 
associated with reservoir cooling are explicitly considered by numerically simulating coupled 
thermo-hydraulic-mechanical processes. 

Part of this deliverable is the development of an approach for calibrating fluid flow models by 
relative pressure changes inferred through the SHPM method developed in Task 5.4.  
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This deliverable aims at improving economic risk management, which is a pre-requisite for 
scaling up the EGS technology. It is perfectly in line with the general objectives of the S4CE 
project in terms of (i) assessing environmental risks associated with geothermal projects and 
(ii) optimizing their economics for supporting technology up-scaling. 

 

2 Methodological Approach 

In this chapter, we describe the methodological approaches used for refining and calibrating 
sub-surface fluid flow models.  

Two concepts of fluid flow models are in discussion for UDDGP: a fault-dominated model, 
where the reservoir is confined to a narrow fault zone, and a complex fracture network model 
consisting of more than one hydraulically active zone at the same time. With the current level 
of in situ observations at UDDGP, it cannot be discriminated yet which concept applies to this 
project site. Although induced seismicity observations (sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) may favour 
an interpretation where hydraulic processes are dominated by a narrow fault zone, we 
acknowledge that observation data is sparse. Therefore, an alternative approach based on a 
discrete fracture network (DFN) is introduced in section 2.1.2. 

In section 2.2, we describe our general approach for using relative pressure changes inferred 
from induced seismicity as additional observation points for model calibration (SHPM). The 
applicability of the methodology is not restricted to a specific geothermal project but requires 
a fault-dominated reservoir.  

2.1 UDDGP Fluid Flow Models and Model Forecast 

2.1.1 Fault-dominated Models  

Two types of modelling approaches are used for the numerical simulations.  

The first modeling approach is suited for studying induced seismicity in the early project 
phase, when hydraulic processes dominate over thermal effects. With this approach, 
developed in Task 5.4, we simulate Darcy flow in a 2D fault embedded into an impermeable 
rock matrix. Numerical simulations were performed using Comsol Multiphysics©. Dynamic 
processes (i.e. fault slip) were simulated by embedding an additional software module, which 
is based on the slider-block concept, e.g. [7]. Fluid flow and dynamic processes are coupled, 
thus accounting for the local permeability increase after slippage due to self-propping. 
Numerical model parameters are summarized in Table 1. These parameter values reflect the 
most recent subsurface model for the UDDGP site. For technical details of the model setup, 
we refer to [8].   

The second modeling approach is designed for studying seismicity induced during long-term 
geothermal production. While induced seismicity in the early project phase is dominated by 
direct hydraulic effects, thermo-mechanical stresses accumulate over the lifetime of the 
geothermal system and can become significant at a later stage [9]. To account for these stress 
contributions, numerical simulations of thermo-hydraulic-mechanically coupled 3D models 
(THM) were performed using Comsol Multiphysics©. In these models the reservoir consists 
of a subvertical target fault embedded in granite rock (Figure 4). Darcy flow in an effective 
porous medium is assumed with the surrounding matrix permeability several orders of 
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magnitude smaller than the fault permeability (Table 2). Consequently, flow in the numerical 
model predominantly occurs in the target fault. Different to our first approach we do not 
simulate the dynamic process of earthquake nucleation, but estimate the maximum 
earthquake magnitude from the (coherent) fault area exhibiting positive Coulomb stresses. 
Compared to dynamic simulations, this approach is less sensitive to details of reservoir 
properties, thus being more suited for studying maximum earthquake magnitude over a 
longer timescale. The approach, however, does not yield an earthquake catalogue.   

 

 
Figure 4: Geometry and gridding of the fault dominated fluid flow model for UDDGP. The 3D FE model consists of a steeply 
dipping fault with 5 m thickness embedded into a low permeable matrix. Fault trajectory and the location of the injection 
well UD-2 are outlined by dense gridding. 
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Table 1: Parameter of the pseudo 3D fault dominated flow models used for making short-term seismicity prognoses at 
UDDGP. Parameter values reflect the most recent subsurface model for the UDDGP site. Note: The fault orientation refers 
to the planar structure outlined by the induced seismicity distribution (section 3.1.3). The assumed fault orientation 
exhibits approximately the same level of shear- and normal-stresses as the Porthtowan Fault zone oriented 157°/85°. 

Parameter Value 

Fault porosity 0.02 

Unstimulated fault 
transmissibility 

0.01 Dm 

0.1 Dm 

1.0 Dm 

Stimulation factor 10 

Fault dip  
82°  

85° 

Fault strike 287° 

Fault thickness 5 m 

H orientation 133° 

Stress gradients

H=25.99 MPa/km + 5.9 MPa 

h=13.21 MPa/km + 3 MPa 

v=25.99 MPa/km 

Coefficient of friction 0.8 

Fault cohesion none 

Pressure cap 5 MPa 

Flow rate pressure controlled 

Fluid density 999 kg/m³ 

Wellbore radius 0.1 m 
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Table 2: Parameter of the 3D FE fault dominated model used for coupled THM simulation for making long-term seismicity 
prognoses at UDDGP. Parameter values reflect the most recent subsurface model for the UDDGP site. 

Parameter Value 

Fault porosity 0.02 

Matrix porosity 0.002 

Fault permeability 8e-13 m² 

Matrix permeability 1e-17 m² 

Fault dip  85° 

Fault thickness 5 m 

Coefficient of friction 0.8 

Fault cohesion 
4 MPa  

10 MPa 

H orientation 133° 

Stress gradients 

H=25.99 MPa/km + 5.9 MPa 

h=13.21 MPa/km + 3 MPa 

v=25.99 MPa/km 

Poisson's ratio 0.22 

Young's modulus 60 GPa 

Temperature gradient 33° C/km +10° C 

Temperature injected fluid 35° C 

Flow rate 20 l/s 

Fluid density 999 kg/m³ 

Fluid heat capacity  4200 J/(kg·K) 

Dynamic viscosity of fluid 0.0002 Pa·s 

Compressibility of fluid 4e-10 1/Pa 

System lifetime 30 y 

Wellbore radius 0.1 m 
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2.1.2 DFN-based Models 

Compared to a single fault, the opposite end-member scenario is a complex fracture network. 
Although observations from other EGS sites may favour the expectation of a ‘single fault 
scenario’, the possibility that the target zone at United Downs is characterized by a complex 
(flowing) fracture system cannot be ruled out based solely on the current knowledge 
regarding the UDDGP reservoir. 

A discrete fracture network (DFN) is a description of fracture parameter (orientation, size, 
aperture) and fracture network characteristics (fracture set orientation, density, spacing, 
connectivity) here derived from geophysical borehole images (essentially a scanline sampling 
along wellbore). We did not directly simulate fluid flow on fractures. Instead, we have 
calculated equivalent permeability based on the fracture statistics derived from observations 
to represent the DFN. This continuum approach requires calculation of equivalent grid-based 
permeability tensors from a DFN as described by [10]. 

Two DFN are considered and implemented as equivalent permeability tensors in the model: 
a background fracture network (bFN) representing the unfaulted granite and a fault zone 
fracture network (fzFN) derived and simplified from image logs in UD-1 and describing the 
Porthtowan Fault zone. 

Fracture networks characteristics are known to change with depth where changes in 
temperature and pressure dependent rheology influence the fracture process and increasing 
lithostatic pressure tends to close fractures. Additionally, in the UDDGP case, the 
emplacement of late stage ore bearing structures (veins, loads and elvans) in the roof of the 
Carnmenellis pluton make the picture even more complicated. We have undertaken several 
attempts to correlate fracture network characteristics with depth, but no satisfactory solution 
was found so far due to the complexity and because no geophysical logging has been 
performed in UD-2. 

However, for UDDGP we assumed that: 

 Fracture intensity tends to decrease with depth in both the host rock (Carnmenellis 
granite) and within the PTF, for various reasons (intersections of faults, deformation 
history, ductile-brittle transition, ...) and to different degrees.  

 In fault zones, fracture intensity is significantly increased in relation to the immediate 
surrounding host rock. 

 Fracture length distribution cannot be assessed by fracture data from well logs and is 
assumed to follow a distribution function.  

 Fracture aperture (either mechanical or hydrologic) can be measured directly from 
image log. Another way is to use dilation tendency calculated for the observed 
fracture planes in a given stress field as a proxy for fracture aperture.  

 Only (partly) open fractures effectively contribute to the permeability of the fracture 
network. Therefore, closed fractures or fractures with dilation tendency below 0.5 are 
disregarded for calculating the equivalent permeability tensor. 

DFN models were created for both the background fracture network (bFN), representing the 
unfaulted granite, and for the Porthtowan Fault Zone fracture network (fzFN). From these 
DFN models, equivalent grid-based permeability tensors were calculated as described by [10]. 
These works were performed using the software suite FracMan®. 
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The import of equivalent permeability previously calculated from the DFN models into a 3D 
subsurface model of the UDDGP project, as well as the subsequent simulation of geothermal 
well operation, was performed with the FEM software FEFLOW. Darcy flow in an effective 
porous medium is assumed. In this approach, in contrast to the models described in 2.1.1, the 
PTF is modelled as an extensive fault zone of several hundreds of meters width, which is 
contained by the Great Western xc and the Great Eastern xc. The location of these structures 
at ground surface is known from outcrops. Image log interpretations from GeoScience Ltd. 
suggest that UD-1 intersects the Great Eastern xc at 4,060 m MD and the Great Western xc at 
4,700 m MD. UD-2, according to said interpretations, intersects the Great Eastern xc at 2,100 
m MD and does not intersect the Great Western xc. The model geometry of the PTF was 
constructed by interpolating between these specified locations and extrapolating to a depth 
of 8 km (whereby we assume that the brittle PTF extends significantly beyond the depth of 
UD-1.). This results in a minimum and maximum width of the PTF of approx. 300 and 500 m, 
respectively. The lateral extension of the fault zone in the model is approx. 2 km, restricted 
by the given lateral extent of the cross-courses at surface.  

The model comprises a block of 8 km (width, length) and 9.2 km depth. The PTF is embedded 
into a low permeability rock matrix. Fluid injection through UD-2 and fluid production through 
UD-1 occurs in a single point, respectively, at or near the locations where major fluid losses 
were observed during drilling. In the model, the injection point is located at a depth of approx. 
2,100 mSS and the production point is located at approx. 4,404 mSS. 

Thermohydraulic simulations of 30-year geothermal well operations are performed with a 
focus on pressure and temperature development in the vicinity of the wells.  The focus of this 
investigation does not lie on mechanical processes and risk of induced seismicity related to 
the geothermal operations. Instead, the results of this approach provide insight into how well 
the reservoir may be suited for long-term geothermal operation in terms of productivity, 
injectivity and energy output, based on the assumption of a DFN-type reservoir. 

 

   

Figure 5: Geometry and gridding of the DFN based fluid flow model for UDDGP. Left: View approx. parallel to PTF strike 
direction (i. e. towards NNW). Right: View approx. perpendicular to PTF strike direction (i. e. towards ENE). PTF is shown 
in apricot. Yellow lines show UD-1 and UD-2 trajectories. Fluid is injected through blue point and produced from red point, 
both within the PTF. Gridding is displayed only for elements on the boundary surfaces of the model. 
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Table 3: Parameters of the DFN based fluid flow model for UDDGP. Values marked with “(*)” are explained in details in 
section 3.1.6. Values marked with “(**)” are given at 10 °C and they vary with model temperature. 

Parameter Value 

Fault zone porosity 0.02 

Matrix porosity 0.002 

Fault zone permeability 1e-18 – 1e-14 m2 (*) 

Matrix permeability 1e-18 – 1e-16 m2 (*) 

Fault zone dip 82° 

Fault zone thickness 300 – 500 m 

Temperature gradient 33 K/km (with 10 °C at ground level) 

Temperature injected fluid 35° C 

Flow rate 20 l/s 

Fluid density 999.793 kg/m3 (**) 

Fluid heat capacity 4200 J/(kg∙K) 

Solid heat capacity 2520 J/(kg∙K) 

Fluid thermal conductivity 0.65 W/(m ∙K) 

Solid thermal conductivity 3.0 W/(m ∙K) 

Dynamic viscosity 1.124 mPa∙s (**) 

Fault zone storage compressibility  1e-6 1/m 

Matrix storage compressibility 1e-7 1/m 

System lifetime 30 a 

2.2 SHPM Model Calibration  

The SHPM method developed in Task 5.4 yields relative changes of fluid pressure 
∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) at unevenly spaced reference points located at positions r and measured over 

different time intervals t=tj-ti (i,j denoting occurrence time of slip at reference point r). For 
technical details we refer to D5.2 and [6]. 

Any direct interpretation of ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) is complicated due to the unknown reference 

pressure P0(r) which may vary depending on location r. 

For relating ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) to reservoir permeability, we use the forward solution 

∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) provided by a numerical fluid flow model which we compare to SHPM pressure 
changes. Based on this comparison, the performance of a particular fluid flow model can be 
evaluated. It is, however, not trivial to define a framework for adapting fluid flow model 
parameters such that ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) is better matched. We experimented with several 

approaches relating deviations between SHPM and modelled pressure changes to local 
permeability and also tested a systematic search in the parameter space. Our preferred 
approach, however, is a nonlinear optimization algorithm which outperformed the alternative 
attempts tested here. The Nelder–Mead algorithm [11] is a commonly applied numerical 
method used to find the minimum of an objective function in a multidimensional space. It is 
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a direct search method (based on function comparison) and is often applied to nonlinear 
optimization problems. 

For model calibration (section 3.2.1.3) we have defined the following objective function: 

 

Equation 1 

𝑜𝑏𝑗 =
1

2
mean(Σ𝑟,𝑡|∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡)  − ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡) |) +

1

2
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(Σ𝑡|∆𝑃𝑤𝑙𝑏(𝑡)  − ∆𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) |)  

 

with ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡) denoting interpolated values of ∆𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑝𝑚(𝒓, ∆𝑡) in time and ∆𝑃𝑤𝑙𝑏(𝑡) and 

∆𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) denoting measured and numerically simulated pressure changes at the wellbore.  

With this definition, we equally weight the set of inferred SHPM pressure changes and the 
pressure changes measured at the wellhead. Model optimization with the Nelder–Mead 
algorithm was implemented using scripting in Matlab©, while the fluid flow simulations were 
performed with Comsol Multiphysics© assuming Darcy flow. Poro-elastic effects were not 
considered. 

3 Summary of Activities and Research Findings 

Explanatory notes (for further details please refer to the Consortium Agreement):  

 Due to the delay in the UDDGP project, only a small data set of induced earthquakes 
was obtained from the site. Therefore, the SHPM methodology developed in Task 5.4 
(D5.2) could not be applied for calibrating the UDDGP subsurface model. 

 Instead, the approach for calibrating subsurface models based on SHPM was 
developed using an alternative data set from the Cooper Basin/Australia (Habanero#4 
stimulation, section 3.2.1). This is the same data set used already in Task 5.4 (D5.2). 
We have made this data, which is one of the largest induced seismicity data sets in 
EGS, available to the scientific community through IS-EPOS (Task 9.7).  

 For demonstrating that applicability of the SHPM approach is not limited to a specific 
data set, we have applied SHPM to two additional data sets (Habanero#1, section 3.2.2 
and Paralana, section 3.2.3). 

3.1 Fluid Flow Models for the UDDGP Site  

A subsurface model for UDDGP has been developed as part of Task 5.4 based on information 
available at that time. As part of the current Task 7.4, the subsurface model has been further 
refined using data acquired during the subsequent drilling of UD-1 and UD-2, respectively. 
Associated observations are described in sections 3.1.1 - 3.1.3.  

Although observations are consistent with the general geothermal development concept of a 
fault-dominated reservoir, the alternative scenario of a complex fracture network is still 
considered as a possibility. Therefore, implications of a heavily fractured reservoir are 
discussed in section 3.1.6.  

Based on our preferred model of a fault-dominated reservoir, we make a prognosis of the 
induced seismicity response in section 3.1.5. 
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3.1.1 Drilling Observations 

Three main lithologies were encountered during the drilling of UD-1 and UD-2 at United 
Downs: metasediments (killas), microgranite and granite. At least four variations of granite 
type persist to the bottom of UD-1, each with a distinctive radioisotopic signature defined by 
concentrations in thorium. Despite the proximity of the two wells, lithological boundaries, 
tend to occur consistently deeper in UD-2, probably due to complex faulting in between both 
wells. The detailed structure of faults at depth could not be resolved as no geophysical logging 
was performed in UD-2. 

The characterisation of reservoir geology is based on drilling parameters, gas shows, mud 
losses, cuttings and wireline logs (in particular image logs) run in UD-1. The following main 
observations are made: 

 There is a general decrease of fracture intensity with depth but with an abundant 
evidence of open fractures persisting. 

 Four structural domains are defined on the basis of changes in fracture intensity and 
orientation, as well as fracture types and fill character: 

o Domain 1 is characterised by northerly dipping mineralised fractures (i.e. lodes), 
with high fracture intensity (mean 2.1/m) throughout, and by N-S striking 
fractures. 

o Domain 2 is characterised by a decrease in fracture intensity (mean 1.6/m) of 
mineralised fractures (lodes) with depth, more variable fracture intensity probably 
due to faults intersecting the well locally, and a small anti-clockwise rotation in 
fracture strike to NNW. 

o Domain 3 is interpreted as a zone of brittle fracturing (mean fracture intensity 
1.2/m) superimposed on the eastern or hanging-wall side of what may be a pre-
cursor ductile PTF structure represented by the tectonic fabric. There is also a 
further anticlockwise rotation in fracture strike to NW. Clear evidence of a 
fractured volume comes from the drilling parameters, gases, and reduction in 
cuttings size.  

o Domain 4, where a clear reduction in fracture intensity (mean 0.3/m) is observed 
while the tectonic fabric persists, is interpreted as the PTF footwall. However, it is 
noted that a significant mud loss zone occurs within it and that faults interpreted 
in the image log appear to dip SW rather than NE as does the main PTF envelope. 
Also, seismicity was recorded here during drilling the section (section 3.1.2) and 
testing afterwards. 

 The overall structural configuration is considered to be the product of episodic 
reactivation phases (Permian to Tertiary) of linked fault systems striking mainly NNW-SSE 
(i.e. PTF or ‘cross-course’ trend) and ~ENE-WSW (i.e. ‘lode’ trend). These structures have 
both extensional and oblique strike-slip components, the net effect being high levels of 
fracturing and associated (mainly early Permian to Triassic) mineralisation, at least at 
higher levels. 

Figure 6 a) displays the structural data deduced from image logs from UD-1 in the subfurface 
model. Structural complexity is rather high, however due to the scanline data sampling along 
the wellbore trajectory the spatial correlation to observations at surface or in mines still 
remains uncertain due to the large distance and missing clear reference structures/horizons. 
The fracture statistics (Figure 6 b) along the open hole section between 4,000 and 5,200 m 
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MD indicate the PTF to be encountered between 4,200 and 4,450 m MD. Other observations, 
like mud losses while drilling and induced seismicity (as described in the following section), 
indicate a hydraulic active fault at greater depth (at 4,890 m MD). A mismatch in 
interpretation persists regarding the definition (structural vs. hydraulic) of the PTF at reservoir 
depth. From the current data set it is not clear where exactly the PTF, as defined at surface, 
is encountered at depth. The correlation from surface to great depth is not supported by 
structural data from UD-2, where wireline logging has been cancelled due to financial reasons. 
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Figure 6: a) Structural subsurface model updated by fracture inventory interpreted from image logs. Blue discs indicate 
open fractures, black discs faults. b) Fracture statistics along open hole section. The red stippled lines outline the PTF 
based on the fracture statistics alone. However, other observations such as mud losses and induced seismicity indicate a 
much broader fault zone (compare with Figure 13). c) Map view of the reservoir section along UD-1. The stress 
orientation derived from borehole breakout analysis indicate the fractures to be optimally oriented for high dilation and 
slip tendency in a strike-slip regime favouring enhanced fracture permeability.   
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The mentioned mud losses at 4,890 m MD correspond to a sudden high ROP while drilling, a 
clearly visible open fracture zone in the image logs, and a distinct anomaly in the temperature 
gradient (Figure 8). Another anomaly in temperature gradient is seen at 4,250 m MD 
correlating with a pronounced GR peak indicating a high content of mobilized uranium within 
a fracture zone. 

Borehole breakouts interpreted in image and caliper logs indicate a NW-SE SH-orientation, 
parallel to the mean fracture orientation in domain 3 and 4 (Figure 6c)). The optimal 
orientation of the fractures within the in-situ stress field favours enhanced fracture 
permeability due to high dilation and slip tendency.   

3.1.2 Induced Seismicity during Drilling 

As part of Task 7.4, recordings from the local seismic monitoring network were processed in 
near-real-time for detecting even the smallest seismic events during all operational phases. 
Such events can provide important information on the stress-strength state of the intersected 
fractures.  

A highly sensitive STA/LTA detector identified a total number of 18 seismic events associated 
with drilling activities of UD-1 in April 2019.  Event magnitudes are in the range of ML=-2.1 to 
ML=-0.4, corresponding to slipped surface dimensions in the order of meters to tens of 
meters, depending on stress drop. 

A seismic wave velocity model was ‘calibrated’ by associating the hypocenter of the strongest 
event on 16th April 2019 with the mud loss zone observed at 4,753 m TVD (4,890 m MD). 
Resulting wave velocities are listed in Table 3. We note that vp/vs ratios determined 
independently from Wadati diagrams are approximately consistent with the velocity model 
presented in Table 3. 

Absolute and relative hypocenter locations could be determined for 17 of these events. 
Results indicate that the events cluster in two areas along the well path (Figure 7). These 
locations can be associated with the two dominating thermal anomalies in logging data and 
with the location of a prominent mud-loss zone (compare Figure 8).  
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Figure 7: Hypocenter locations relative to a master event occurring on 16th April 2019, 21:43:46 UTC. Event symbols are 
scaled to earthquake magnitude with colour denoting occurrence time. Tube shows UD-1 well trajectory with dark shading 
denoting observed mud losses. Transparent plane indicates target fault in current model. 

 
Figure 8: UD-1 log data (gamma ray, temperature, temperature gradient) from 3,940 – 5,075 m MD. The orange lines show 

the depth of the upper cluster events, which, on average exhibit a vertical location error (2 ) in the order of 200 m. Dotted 
orange line corresponds to the drilled depth at the occurrence time of seismic events (‘upper cluster’). The dotted blue 
line indicates a temperature anomaly potentially correlating with a fracture zone at the upper seismic event cluster. The 
solid blue lines denote the loss zone at the location of the lower cluster of seismic events. 
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We investigated spatio-temporal correlations between earthquake activity and drilling 
operations (Figure 9). The first event of the lower cluster occured within three hours after a 
mud loss zone was intersected at 4,890 m MD. This zone coincides with an anomaly in the 
temperature gradient and open fractures in image log, indicating an open, far reaching flow 
zone (Figure 8). This zone was used for calibrating the seismic velocity model. We speculate 
that the seismic event was caused by fluid overpressure. Based on recorded pumping 
pressure and the drilling mud density in the well, we estimate an overpressure of 14 MPa at 
the open flow zone intersection.  

The upper cluster is less defined. The first seismic event of this cluster occurred during pull-
out of the drill assembly one hour after drilling to 4,417 m MD. Hypocentral depth of these 
events exhibits larger uncertainties. Within their uncertainties, seismic events of the upper 
cluster can be associated with an anomaly in the temperature gradient at 4,250 m MD (Figure 
8, right), indicating another, albeit minor open flow zone. Based on the current data, however, 
we cannot rule out the possibility that the events of the upper cluster occurred on different 
structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Seismic velocity model used for hypocenter determination. Station GEL09 was not operated during drilling and 
has been calibrated at a later stage based on induced seismicity observations during the UD-1 injection test (section 3.1.3). 

Station Vp [m/s] Vs [m/s] 

GEL01 6279 3600 

GEL02 6318 3690 

GEL03 5866 3381 

GEL04 5941 3383 

GEL05 5994 3465 

GEL06 5950 3451 

GEL07 6058 3498 

GEL08 6058 3498 

 

Induced seismicity observed during drilling indicates the existence of a steeply dipping, 
permeable and critically stressed fault intersected by UD-1 at approximately 4.9 km MD. 
This fault is interpreted to be the geothermal target fault. 
 
A similar, but less prominent fault (zone) is intersected at 4.2 km MD. 
 
We use the overpressure of 14 MPa, at which seismicity occurred, for estimating a lower 
bound of the stress criticality on the target fault at 4.9 km MD (section 3.1.5). 
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Figure 9: Depth of drilling bit (black) and induced seismic event depth (red) versus time in UTC. Note: Drilling progress 
currently includes only data from 05.04.19, 16.04.19 and 18.04.19. The yellow star corresponds to the depth of the major 
mud loss zone. 

3.1.3 Induced Seismicity during UD-1 Injection Test 

A short injection test was performed on August 2nd, 2020 during which a total fluid volume of 
approximately 100 m3 was injected into well UD-1 at a maximum flow rate of 25 l/s and 
maximum wellhead pressure of 8 MPa. A total number of 69 induced seismic events were 
detected (Figure 10), the strongest event exhibiting magnitude ML=0.8 corresponding to a 
slipped surface in the order of tens to a hundred meters.  

 
Figure 10: Wellhead pressure (brown) and magnitude of seismic events (blue squares) induced during the short UD-1 
injection test. 
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Absolute hypocenter locations could be determined for 54 seismic events based on the 
seismic velocity model listed in Table 4. Most hypocenters are located in close vicinity of the 
lower flow exit identified before (Figure 11). Two isolated earthquakes occurred at more 
shallow depths, in a region of the upper cluster observed during drilling. Standard hypocenter 

location errors (i.e. formal inversion errors) on the 2 level are 88 m, 72 m, and 130 m into 
Eastern, Northern and vertical direction, respectively.  

The hypocenter distribution approximately aligns along a plane with 287° strike and 81° dip 
(Figure 12). The orientation of the plane outlined by seismicity deviates significantly from the 
orientation of the Great Eastern xc (Figure 13). It should be noted, however, that the level of 
stress criticality for both fault orientations (i.e. the PTF and the seismically active fault) is 
similar as both fault orientations exhibit almost the same angle with respect to SH.  

To further investigate the geometry of the seismically active region, relative hypocenter 
locations based on waveform similarity were determined. Due to signal-to-noise limitations, 
relative hypocenter locations could only be determined for 8 of the strongest events (not 
shown). Resulting relative locations indicate almost identical epicenters (within +/- 10 m) with 
depth varying by +/- 50 m, consistent with the larger location error into vertical direction. It 
is likely that these 8 events are almost co-located.  

Cluster analysis based on waveform similarity (Figure 14) indicates two distinct clusters. The 
lower cluster consists of 10 events (including the 8 events for which relative hypocenter 
locations could be determined) with very similar waveforms (Figure 15), thus supporting the 
above interpretation of almost co-located hypocenters. Given the low percentage of events 
associated with the two clusters, it seems likely that the true spatial extension of the 
seismically active region is larger than just a few tens of meters.  

 

 

 Seismicity induced during the short injection test supports the interpretation of a 
dominating, critically stressed target fault intersected by UD-1 at approximately 4.9 km 
MD.  
 
The hypocenter distribution indicates a fault orientation of 287° strike and 81° dip towards 
SSW. We use this orientation for setting up the fluid flow models in section 3.1.5. 
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Figure 11: Hypocenter locations in perspective view from two different view angles, a) from the west, b) from the south. 
Each hypocenter is represented by a globe which is scaled to event magnitude. Color encoding denotes occurrence time, 
with blue colors denoting early events. UD-1 trajectory is shown in grey with the lower red section indicating the main 
flow exit interpreted previously.  
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Figure 12: Similar display as previous figure in perspective view from two different view angles, a) from the southeast, b) 
from the west, with a least-squares plane fit (287° strike / 81° dip to NNE) to the seismicity distribution below 4600 m 
TVD. Arrow indicates North direction. 

 
Figure 13: Hypocenter distribution compared to other parameters in the subsurface model (map view). The yellow lines 
indicate the rough strike of the seismic active structure oblique to the strike of the predicted PTF (i.e. Great Eastern xc and 
Great Western xc at surface). The lower seismic structure is clearly associated with hydraulic active fractures (fault) with 
significant mud losses while drilling. Note that top and base of PTF as indicated here are only based on fracture statistics 
alone. 
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Figure 14: Waveform similarity matrix for 44 events with ML >−1.0 recorded at station GEL03 (vertical component). The 
waveform similarity between event pairs i, j is displayed by color encoding according to the colormap. Cuthill–McKee 
ordering was used to arrange highly similar event pairs near the main diagonal. The largest two similarity clusters are 
indicated by dotted circles. 

 
Figure 15: P-aligned waveforms for 10 events recorded at station GEL03 (vertical component). Events belong to the lower 
cluster. 
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3.1.4 UD-2 Injection Tests 

Two short injection tests in UD-2 were carried out on July 1st and July 2nd, 2019. The first test 
was carried out with the drill pipe deployed in the well as far as the 9 5/8” casing shoe.  

A total fluid volume of 61.5 m3 was injected in five steps at a maximum injection pressure 
exceeding 70 bar (Figure 16).  

The second test was carried out with no drill pipe in the hole. A total fluid volume of 93.5 m3 
was injected in three steps at a maximum injection pressure exceeding 80 bar (Figure 17).  

Both tests were not associated with induced seismicity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16: UD-2 (uphole) pressure response to a five step injection test at nominal injection rates of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 
and 2500 l/min. Figure taken from GEL report ‘Preliminary well testing of UD-1 and UD-2’, 6th September 2019. 

Absence of induced seismicity during short injection tests indicates that the stress state on 
faults and fractures near the bottom of UD-2 is not immediately near the failure point. 
 
We use the maximum overpressure of 82 bar applied during testing for estimating an 
upper bound of the stress criticality on the target fault at 2.2 km depth. This parameter 
will be used for the long-term prognosis in section 3.1.5.3. We acknowledge, however, that 
stress criticality is only tested in the immediate vicinity of the wellbore and may differ at 
larger distances. 
 
By matching the pressure response we estimate the fault transmissibility. This parameter 
will be used for the long-term prognosis in section 3.1.5.3.  
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Figure 17: UD-2 (uphole) pressure response to a three step injection test at nominal injection rates 900, 1800 and 
4000 l/min. Figure taken from GEL report ‘Preliminary well testing of UD-1 and UD-2’, 6th September 2019. 

3.1.5 Fault-dominated Model Forecast 

As part of Task 5.4 (D5.2), we have developed a framework for making a prognosis of the 
induced seismicity response to geothermal activities. The documentation of this framework, 
our initial prognosis for the UDDGP project and two prognosis amendments for that site were 
published on the S4CE SharePoint platform [12]–[14], serving as a repository. By making our 
results transparent prior to drilling and hydraulic operations at UDDGP, we aim to 
demonstrate that our prognoses were not made with hindsight. 

The prognosis framework is based on numerical simulations of stress changes and the 
associated (dynamic) evolution of earthquakes. The underlying fluid flow models reflect the 
interpretation of subsurface conditions at a certain stage of geothermal project development. 
In simple terms, the numerical fluid flow models ‘translate’ a certain interpretation of the 
subsurface into an expected seismicity response to geothermal activities. The seismicity 
response is a multi-parameter phenomenon being controlled by the complex interplay of 
different geologic and operational parameters. In our framework, uncertainties are 
accounted for by considering different constellations where parameters are varied within 
their expected range. With increasing knowledge of sub-surface conditions during geothermal 
project development, parameter uncertainties reduce and the prognosed seismicity range (in 
terms of a maximum earthquake magnitude) narrows.   

3.1.5.1 First Prognosis (Greenfield)  

A first prognosis was made for UDDGP at a Greenfield-stage, prior to drilling the first 
geothermal well [12]. A schematic diagram of the prognosis flow is shown in Figure 18. As 
many subsurface parameters were unknown at this stage, assumptions were made based on 
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observations from comparable field sites, most notably from the nearby Rosemanowes 
geothermal project [15], [16]. For the initial prognosis, three scenarios of different target fault 
transmissibility were assumed. Furthermore, operational parameters were taken from the 
project developer’s business plan. Amongst others, these include the wellbore targets and a 
pressure cap of 5 MPa for all injection activities.  

For the early phase of geothermal production (i.e. the first 10-100 days of mass-balanced 
circulation), the prognosis indicates a seismicity response with maximum magnitude in the 
range between Mw=0.7 and Mw=2.5 (Figure 18). Interestingly, estimates of the maximum 
earthquake magnitude are almost independent of the assumed fault transmissibility, which 
is a result of the pressure cap. While the maximum earthquake magnitude is the same for the 
three transmissibility-scenarios, flow rate varies by two orders of magnitude. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Greenfield prognosis: 
 
A seismicity response to geothermal activities is likely already at an early stage of 
geothermal production. 
 
Besides subsurface parameters, maximum earthquake magnitude scales with the re-
injection pressure. 
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Figure 18: Diagram of the developed seismicity prognosis flow. Different stages of information gain are listed on the left-
hand side. Boxes on the right-hand side show implications of new information on the seismicity prognosis. Figure from 
D5.2. 

3.1.5.2 Second Prognosis (Amendment after Drilling UD-1) 

An amendment of the initial prognosis was deemed necessary after the first geothermal well 
UD-1 was drilled to 5 km depth, now being meant to serve as the production well. At the time 
of the prognosis amendment [13], the well UD-1 was not properly hydraulically tested due to 
heavy foam emerging the degasser chimney. The production period was also too short to be 
meaningful in terms of detailed well analysis. Importantly, induced seismicity observations 
during drilling (section 3.1.2) have confirmed a high-level of stress criticality below 4 km 
depth.    

Given the uncertainty on whether or not injection tests could be performed in UD-1 within 
the duration of the S4CE project in time for conducting numerical analysis, the prognosis 
simulation was conducted to the seismicity response during a future injection into UD-2. 
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Given the uncertainty in operational planning, a hypothetical 10-days injection test in UD-2 
with a 5 MPa pressure cap has been considered.  

Figure 19 shows simulated maximum earthquake magnitudes for different parameter 
constellations. Pronounced seismic activity occurs in all scenarios with maximum earthquake 
magnitude in the range of Mw=1.7 to Mw=3.5. Even stronger earthquakes occur in the high-
permeable, steep-fault scenarios where unarrested rupture [17], [18] is observed. The strong 
seismicity response is a consequence of the assumed stress field model in combination with 
the assumed fault friction (compare Table 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Prognoses of maximum earthquake magnitude occuring during a 10-days injection test (UD-2) with 5 MPa 
pressure cap. Prognoses are made for different parameter constellations where the dip of the target fault (nominal: 82°, 
steep 85°) and its initial transmissibility (low: 0.01 Dm; medium: 0.1 Dm; high: 1 Dm) are varied. Furthermore, the target 
depth of UD-2 (which was not drilled at the time of the prognosis update) is varied according to the legend. Grey shadings 
indicate scenarios with unarrested slip. Besides dynamic simulations of maximum magnitude (circles), upper and lower 
magnitude estimates (‘error bars’) were calculated from the simulated cumulative seismic moment assuming a Gutenberg-
Richter distribution with b=0.7 and b=1.3, respectively.  

  

Prognosis: 
 
For a (hypothetical) ten-day injection test into UD-2 at 5 MPa injection pressure, a 
pronounced seismicity response is expected.  
 
Note: This prognosis was modified (section 3.1.5.3) after short term injection tests into 
UD-2 have not resulted in measurable seismicity (section 3.1.4). 
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3.1.5.3 Third Prognosis (after Drilling UD-2) 

The two short-term injection tests conducted in UD-2 after drilling to 2.2 km depth and 
completion did not induce seismicity (section 3.1.4), which is in contrast to our previous 
prognosis (section 3.1.5.2). 

Although these tests were of very short duration and might not be indicative for a longer 
time-scale response, we have nevertheless used the ‘no-seismicity’ observations to ‘re-
calibrate’ the previous model of stress criticality. Instead of providing a detailed prognosis of 
the seismicity response to a certain production/injection scheme (which may change in the 
future), we have restricted our second amendment [14] to a more general prognosis, which 
is less depending on details of operational parameters. The second prognosis amendment 
accounts for the interpretation of subsurface conditions prior to (long-term) testing of the 
two wells.  

Two parameters in the fluid flow models were modified based on observations in UD-2 
(section 3.1.4):  

1. Fault transmissibility had to be increased to approximately 4 Dm. 
2. The level of stress criticality had to be reduced. Observations indicate that the 

previously assumed model overestimates stress-criticality on the target fault. This can 
be accounted for in two ways: We could either adjust our model of stress magnitudes 
and fault friction or introduce an additional term of fault cohesion. We have decided 
to continue with the latter approach but are confident that both approaches would 
have a similar effect on our prognoses. Keeping our previous model of stress field and 
coefficient of friction we have used the observation ’no seismicity’ during UD-2 testing 
(section 3.1.4) and the observed seismicity during  
UD-1 drilling (section 3.1.3) to estimate a range for fault cohesion using numerical 
simulations. Fault cohesion is assumed to be homogeneous along the target fault. We 
conclude that both observations can be simultaneously explained when fault cohesion 
ranges between 4 and 10 MPa. 

Model parameters are summarized in Table 2. The two end-member estimates for fault 
cohesion were used in a 30-year simulation of geothermal operation. A thermo-hydraulic-
mechanically coupled (THM) implementation was used to simulate Coulomb stress changes 
on the target fault (Figure 20). Coulomb stresses near the injection well exceed 8 MPa after 
30 years of cold water injection at 20 l/s. To investigate the range of a possible seismicity 
response to these stress changes, an upper limit of earthquake magnitude was estimated 
from the critically stressed area (i.e. the area exhibiting positive Coulomb stress) by assuming 
that the entire area slips in the course of a single earthquake. Figure 21 shows this estimate 
of maximum earthquake magnitude as a function of time for different stress drop scenarios 
and the two end-member scenarios for fault cohesion. 
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Based on these numerical simulation results and the interpretation of subsurface conditions 
at this stage, we have made the following prognosis: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

It is important to notice that seismicity related to cooling can most likely not be mitigated 

with a traffic-light system by adjusting the injection rate or pressure [19], since cooling 

stresses will further accumulate also at a lower injection rate.  

Prognosis: 
 
Fluid injection into the deep well (UD1) is likely to cause an immediate seismicity response 
already at moderate injection pressure. Our interpretation of subsurface conditions 
indicates a high level of stress criticality at a depth of 4.5 km, where the occurrence of 
larger magnitude events cannot be excluded.   
 
Thermal stresses accumulate over time and can lead to stress criticality in the vicinity of 
the UD-2 injection well. A seismicity response to reservoir cooling is likely. Our 
interpretation of subsurface conditions indicates that the associated maximum 
earthquake magnitude is likely in the range Mw=1 to Mw=2.8. 
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Figure 20: Coulomb stress distribution along the Porthtowan Fault Zone after 30 years assuming fault cohesion of 4 MPa 
(top) and 10 MPa (bottom), respectively. 
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Figure 21: Temporal evolution of maximum earthquake magnitude determined from THM-simulation results. Earthquake 
magnitude is determined assuming different values for co-seismic stress drop (according to the legend) and fault cohesion 
of 4 MPa (top) and 10 MPa (bottom), respectively.  
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3.1.5.4 Potential for Felt Seismicity 

To investigate the potential for felt seismicity, shake maps were compiled based on the GMPE 

by [20] using near surface amplification factors of [21]. Figure 22 shows a shake map for an 

Mw=2.8 earthquake, corresponding to the largest magnitude event caused by thermal 

stresses in our simulations (Figure 21). Ground shaking (PGV) associated with an Mw=2.8 

would be felt (i.e. PGV > 0.3 mm/s) over a larger area, but would not cause damage (which is 

unlikely for PGV < 3 mm/s according to [22]). With the same approach we estimate that 

reservoir seismicity at 2.1 km depth can be felt at the magnitude level Mw≥1.6, implying a 

significant potential for felt seismicity given the scenario simulations in Figure 21. 

 

 

 
Figure 22: Scenario simulation of surface ground vibrations associated with an Mw=2.8 earthquake at 2.2 km depth. Peak 
ground vibrations are indicated in mm/s according to the colourmap. Simulation is based on the GMPE by [20] using near 
surface amplification factors of [21] and assuming Vs30 = 800 m/s. Star denotes location of geothermal site (i.e. UD-1 
wellhead). 

The potential for causing felt seismicity by geothermal operations at UDDGP is significant. 
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3.1.5.5 Prognoses Evaluation 

Starting from a Greenfield interpretation, all prognoses have consistently indicated a high-
level of stress criticality on the target fault, which increases with depth. Although the ultimate 
prognoses test, in terms of long-term geothermal production, has not been performed at the 
time of this writing, seismicity caused by drilling activities and short injection tests in UD-1 
confirmed the prognosis of high stress criticality.  

An important question from an investor’s perspective is, whether or not induced seismicity 
could become a showstopper for the project and how likely this scenario is. Despite its 
massive financial implications, this scenario has not been considered in previous studies of 
geothermal development risks (e.g. [23], [24]). 

Based on our prognoses and the underlying fluid flow models, we assess the likelihood that 
earthquakes exceeding certain strength are induced by geothermal activities. The criterion of 
whether operations have to stop due to seismicity has been chosen as the vibration level of 
5 mm/s at which damage to ordinary buildings cannot be excluded according to [22]. Ground 
vibrations were determined from earthquake magnitude following the approach described in 
section 3.1.5.4.  

Figure 23 sketches the evolution of geothermal project costs in comparison with our 
prognosis of induced seismicity. Although seismicity prognoses were published prior to 
geothermal activities, we note that our assessment of investment risks has been worked out 
only at a later stage and therefore could not be considered by the project developer.     

Fluid flow models developed from a Greenfield perspective indicate a high potential for 
inducing damage relevant seismicity by hydraulically stimulating the first well (UD-1). For 
limiting financial risks, UD-1 could have been hydraulically tested and eventually stimulated 
prior to drilling the second well. By this, economic performance of UD-1 could have been 
confirmed before investing into a second well. While this approach appears reasonable in 
theory, practical and logistical constraints at UDDGP did not permit applying this type of de-
risking strategy.   

After drilling and completing the second well, updated fluid-flow models indicate a low 
potential for causing damage relevant seismicity by hydraulically stimulating UD-2.  

During long-term production, induced seismicity due to cold water injection into UD-2 is 
expected. The strength of induced seismicity depends on hydraulic fault properties, which are 
not well understood yet. If fault transmissibility and/or storativity is lower than assumed in 
the fluid flow models (i.e. transmissibility 4 Dm, porosity-thickness product 0.1 m), damage 
relevant seismicity may occur due to thermal contraction stresses. For limiting financial risks, 
we recommend further testing of the fault zone intersected by UD-2 prior to building a power 
plant.  
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Figure 23: Schematic diagram showing the temporal evolution of costs (A), returns (B), financial balance (C), and model 
predictions for inducing damage relevant seismicity (D). Model predictions were derived from the three prognoses which 
were compiled prior to hydraulic stimulations. See text for details. 

3.1.6 DFN Model 

Thermo-hydraulic simulations where permeability is derived from DFN models were 
performed. In these simulations, a heavily fractured reservoir is assumed to be the 
dominating carrier of fluid flow during geothermal operation. This serves as an alternative 
scenario to the concept of a fault dominated reservoir at UDDGP. 

As described in section 2.1.2, equivalent permeability tensors were calculated from the 
background fracture (bFN) and Porthtowan Fault Zone fracture network (fzFN). Input 
parameters are fracture intensity and orientation determined from image log analysis in UD-
1. Fracture length, which cannot be determined from log data, is assumed to follow a 
distribution function with a Fisher coefficient k set to 15. We find that within the bfN, 
permeability is in the order of 1e-17 m2. In the fzFN, permeability ranges between 1e-17 and 
1e-15 m2. The wide range of permeability within the fzFN is due to high permeability parallel 
to fracture strike direction and low permeability perpendicular to fracture strike direction.  
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For technical reasons, we have made the simplifying assumption that the dzFN perfectly aligns 
with the numerical model orientation. 

We mentioned in section 2.1.2 that due to lacking data, depth dependency of permeability 
was not taken into account during DFN modeling. However, previous well testing showed that 
fluid injection in UD-2 is possible with moderate pressure responses (see Figure 16 and Figure 
17), whereas fluid extraction in UD-1 has, so far, not been successful (well test UDFT1 from 
02.05.2019: less than 2 l/s at drawdown of approx. 240 m). This matches our assumption that 
permeability decreases significantly with depth. To incorporate these observations from well 
testing in our fluid flow model, we divide the model domain into three depth intervals with 
different values for permeability. These are arranged such that the openhole section of UD-2 
is located in the top interval and the openhole section of UD-1 is located in the middle interval. 
Because the fzFN is based on fracture data from UD-1, we assign the permeability derived 
from the DFN models to the middle section. In the top section, we assign permeability values 
that are 10 times higher than in the middle section. In the bottom section, we assign 
permeability values that are 10 times lower than in the middle section. Table 5 specifies the 
assigned values. 

 

Table 5: Permeability values assigned in the different model sections 

Section Depth (m BGL) Permeability (m2) 

Top (matrix) 0 – 2500 Kxx = Kyy = Kzz = 1e-16 

Top (PTF) 0 – 2500 
Kxx = 1e-16 

Kyy = Kzz = 1e-14 

Middle (matrix) 2500 – 5000 Kxx = Kyy = Kzz = 1e-17 

Middle (PTF) 2500 – 5000 
Kxx = 1e-17 

Kyy = Kzz = 1e-15 

Bottom (matrix) 5000 – 9200 Kxx = Kyy = Kzz = 1e-18 

Bottom (PTF) 5000 – 9200 
Kxx = 1e-18 

Kyy = Kzz = 1e-16 

 

Figure 24 shows the simulated pore pressure at the injection point during 30 years of 
geothermal operation with a flow rate of 20 l/s. After a rapid rise from 21 to 25 MPa within 
the first year of operation, the pressure drops slightly in the second year, still staying just 
below 25 MPa. We presume that during this short phase of decreasing pressure, the injected 
fluid is diffused within the PTF. In the third and fourth year of operation, pressure rises to 
about 25.2 MPa, indicating that the pressure front has reached the undisturbed matrix. 
Afterwards, pressure steadily but slowly rises to about 25.5 MPa after 30 years of operation. 
The pressure difference between start and end of simulation results in an injectivity index of 
about 4.20 l/s/MPa, not taking into account pressure losses in the wellbore. 
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Figure 24: Pore pressure at injection point during 30 years of geothermal operation with 20 l/s 

Figure 25 shows the simulated pore pressure at the production point during 30 years of 
geothermal operation with a flowrate of 20 l/s. The pressure rapidly drops from 43 MPa to 
about 22 MPa after the start of operations. Subsequently, the pressure drops constantly but 
slowly to just above 20 MPa at the end of the simulation. The pressure difference results in a 
productivity index of about 0.86 l/s/MPa, not taking into account pressure losses in the 
wellbore. We note that a drawdown of this extent is not feasible from a technical (and 
economical) standpoint, due to limitations in installation depth of the pump. 

 

 
Figure 25: Pore pressure at production point during 30 years of geothermal operation with 20 l/s 

Figure 26 shows the development of temperature at the production point during 30 years of 
geothermal operation. We notice that the temperature, starting at 156.6 °C, does not change 
significantly during the operation period. It rises to just below 157 °C during the first 10 years 
of operation, after which it drops to 156.7 °C at 30 years. The virtually constant temperature 
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at the production well suggests that fluid is produced from both above the well (lower 
temperature) and below the well (higher temperatures) in similar quantities.  

However, the slight temperature decline that starts after the tenth year of operation may 
show that the fluid is then more and more produced from above the production well. 

 

 
Figure 26: Temperature at production well during 30 years of geothermal operation with 20 l/s 

Considering the resulting pressure responses from our DFN-based simulation, we find that 
our model reasonably reproduces the general observations made during previous well testing 
operations, which are i) injection through UD-2 is possible applying moderate pressure and ii) 
production from UD-1 with economic flow rates is currently impossible. The injectivity index 
of about 4.20 l/s/MPa, which resulted from our simulation, suggests that the targeted fault 
zone with an equivalent permeability of 1e-14 m2 (in y and z direction) is able to receive an 
injection of 20 l/s with a moderate pressure response. The model also shows that an 
equivalent fault zone permeability of 1e-16 m2 (in y and z direction) in the depth where 
production occurs results in a low productivity index of 0.86 l/s/MPa, with a drawdown that 
prohibits technically feasible and economic fluid extraction. To produce a pressure response 
at the production well that is approximately of the same magnitude as at the injection well, 
we estimate that an equivalent fault zone permeability of around  
1e-14 m2 is required at production depth. 

Although the findings of the DFN-based simulation provide helpful information on how the 
reservoir might behave if flow is controlled by a complex fracture network, we acknowledge 
that the validity of the results is restricted by a number of factors and by assumptions that 
had to be made while generating the model, including, but not limited to: 

 Assumed decrease of permeability with depth due to decreasing fracture intensity; 
division of the model into three depth intervals with different permeability. 

 Translation from DFN model to equivalent permeability in an effective porous 
medium: This approach is expected to produce differing results (dependent on 
fracture density and length) compared to a presumably more realistic, but also more 
computationally intensive direct simulation of DFNs. This applies to results concerning 
both hydraulic and thermal aspects of the simulation. 

 Simplification of permeability tensor: using only components of principal axes of 
tensor and assuming that these are approximately parallel in FracMan and FEFLOW 
model. 
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 Fluid injection and production in single points: We chose to set the well boundary 
conditions for injection and production at single point locations approx. where main 
mud losses were observed during drilling. We recognize that injection and production 
through lines instead of points would have been a superior approach to model fluid 
flow specifically in an equivalent porous medium. However, due to little knowledge of 
the extent to which the wells are connected to sufficiently permeable locations of the 
reservoir, using single point injection and production was considered the more 
obvious procedure at the time of model building. It is noted that injection and 
production through line sources and sinks is expected to produce simulation results 
that would differ significantly from the results discussed here. In particular, when 
maintaining the present permeability distribution of the model, we would expect 
significantly weaker pressure responses to both injection and production. Thermal 
performance of the model would also be affected. 

 Geometry of PTF derived from sparse data (surface outcrops and presumed 
intersection with UD-1 and UD-2). 

3.2 SHPM Model Calibration 

In Task 5.4, we inferred SHPM pressure changes during the stimulation of the Habanero#4 
well in the Cooper Basin. In section 3.2.1 we demonstrate how SHPM data can be used for 
calibrating a fluid flow model. 

Building from those developments, an important question is whether or not the successful 
performance of the methodology is specific to the Habanero#4 data set only. To further 
investigate this question, we have applied the SHPM methodology to two additional data sets. 
Besides another data set from the Cooper Basin (section 3.2.2), data from a similar EGS 
stimulation experiment at Paralana (section 3.2.3) was available in (high-level) pre-processed 
form to project partner Q-con. This enabled us to directly apply the SHPM methodology 
without requiring expensive data processing. With these two data sets we aim to further 
study general requirements for applying the SHPM approach. We infer relative pressure 
changes for both stimulations and discuss the plausibility of SHPM pressure changes based 
on physical principles. It should however be pointed out that we do not use SHPM 
observations for calibrating subsurface fluid flow models as done for the Habanero#4 
stimulation. Thereby we limit our scope to demonstrating the general applicability of the 
SHPM approach to these data sets. 

3.2.1 Cooper Basin, Habanero#4 Stimulation 

For this data set, inferred SHPM pressure changes are compared to pressure changes 
predicted by a numerical model to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical model. Nonlinear 
optimization is applied for adjusting model parameters such that the misfit between 
observations (i.e. SHPM pressure changes) and model predictions is minimized. 

Initial tests have indicated a need for data smoothing to achieve convergence and to make 
the optimization technically manageable.  

Our description of the calibration procedure is organized as follows: data smoothing is 
described in section 3.2.1.1, the numerical model setup in section 3.2.1.2, and the calibrated 
model in section 3.2.1.3. 
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3.2.1.1 Data Pre-Processing 

To reduce computation time, the injection rate was averaged using a moving-average filter of 
30 minutes length (Figure 27). By this, fluctuations of short duration are supressed while the 
total injected volume remains nearly unaffected (difference ≈2 m3). Similarly, measured 
pressure at the wellhead of Habanero#4 was averaged and re-sampled using a 30 minutes 
sampling interval (Figure 28).  

SHPM pressure changes inferred in D5.2 were smoothed by selecting a lower stress drop of 

=0.1 MPa instead of =0.47 MPa assumed previously and by increasing the grid spacing 
from 10 m to 50 m. While the general spatio-temporal pattern is preserved by these 
modifications, the amplitude of pressure changes is reduced due to smoothing effects. Figure 
29 shows the maximum SHPM pressure changes on the target fault. Maximum pressure 
changes are not centered at the injection well but are offset by approx. 140 m. The offset 
could be caused by a systematic bias of hypocenter locations resulting from the assumed 
seismic wave velocity model. Alternatively, we may speculate that the North-South direction 
of the wellbore trajectory is flipped, e.g. that the gyro survey was not properly configured for 
measurements in the southern hemisphere. We note that the maximum of SHPM changes 
approximately coincides with the wellbore-fault intersection when changing the sign of the 
North component of the wellbore trajectory. We notice the same phenomenon for the 
Paralana data set (compare Figure 43).    

It was noted in D5.2 that small-scale negative pressure changes result from the idealized 
source geometry and the constant stress drop assumption, inevitably leading to errors in 
mapping the slip distribution of an individual earthquake. As more neighboring earthquakes 
with overlapping source area occur, however, the impact of the individual source geometry 
tends to average out, implying that averaged pressure changes become positive. To suppress 
the impact of (non-physical) negative pressure changes, grid cells exhibiting cumulative 
pressure changes < -0.1 MPa were discarded. Thereby we also discard the systematic 
accumulation of negative pressure changes at the Eastern reservoir boundary, which is 
indicating a flow barrier [6]. This flow barrier was implemented as a structural element (no 
flow boundary) in the numerical model.  

Figure 30 shows the temporal evolution of cumulative SHPM fluid pressure changes at those 
574 grid cells satisfying our selection criterion. In an initial attempt, observations from all 574 
grid cells were used in the calibration procedure (section 3.2.1.3). The resulting model, 
however, is dominated by observation points with minor SHPM pressure changes which are 
highly weighted in our objective function (Equation 1) due to their relatively large number. 

To overcome this unwanted weighting effect, we have selected a smaller set of 9 reference 
points. Although inspired by the distribution of SHPM pressure changes shown in Figure 29, 
we acknowledge that this selection is, to a certain extent, arbitrary. Reference points were 
chosen such that regions of comparatively large pressure increase are covered (Figure 31). 
One reference point (black symbols in Figure 31) is selected at the location exhibiting 
maximum SHPM pressure changes, which is located approx. 140 m southeast of the nominal  
injection point. For the numerical model it is assumed that this reference point coincides with 
the injection point, i.e. the intersection of the wellbore with the fault.  

It is acknowledged, however, that a lateral ~140 m location uncertainty exists when 
comparing simulated with SHPM pressure changes, also implying an uncertainty of the 
reference pressure. This uncertainty is largest near the injection well, where spatial pressure 
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gradients are most pronounced. To reduce the impact of location uncertainty, the SHPM 
pressure changes were ‘resampled’ on a coarse time vector with 1 day spacing keeping the 
maximum SHPM value for the respective day. Blurring SHPM values in time reduces the 
impact of a temporal offset in the pressure signal resulting from location discrepancy. 
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Figure 27: Raw (dots) and smoothed injection rate (red line) as a function of relative injection time. Reference time is 13-
Nov-2012 09:22. Smoothed injection rate is used as input for the numerical simulations. 

 

 
Figure 28: Pressure changes measured at the wellhead of Habanero#4 (blue), averaged values (red) using a moving-
average filter of 30 minutes length, and resampling of averaged values (green). Resampled pressure changes are used for 
comparing against numerically simulated pressure changes. Reference time is 13-Nov-2012 09:22. 
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Figure 29: Map view of the spatial distribution of the maximum cumulative fluid pressure changes determined by the 
SHPM methodology. The time at which the maximum cumulative fluid pressure change is reached varies over the 
reservoir. Pressure changes are stated in Megapascals according to the color map. The star denotes the nominal fault 
intersection of the well Habanero#4. Contour line denotes main region of seismic activity as outlined by the hypocenter 
distribution. Arrow indicates North direction. Grid spacing is 50 m and a constant stress drop of 0.1 MPa was assumed for 
inferring fluid pressure changes. 
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Figure 30: Temporal evolution of cumulative SHPM fluid pressure changes determined from overlapping slips at all grid 
cells. Reference time is 13-Nov-2012 09:22. 

 
Figure 31: Temporal evolution of cumulative fluid pressure changes (solid lines) determined by the SHPM methodology at 
the 9 locations in the reservoir indicated by corresponding colors in the small figure inset. Colored dots denote resampled 
data with 1 day spacing. In the resampling procedure, the maximum SHPM pressure change in each day bin is taken as the 
resampled data point. Reference time is 13-Nov-2012 09:22. Black color denotes the reference point associated with the 
injection point. 
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3.2.1.2 Numerical Model Set-Up 

The FE model consists of a horizontal fault embedded into an impermeable rock matrix. The 
spatial extent of the fault is not well understood, except for a no-flow boundary expected at 
approx. 500 m to the East of the injection well [25]. To reduce the impact of boundary 
conditions, all but the Eastern boundaries were implemented at a large distance from the 
injection well (Figure 32). Spatial model dimensions are 20 km x 20 km and the model (hence 
the fault) is entirely bounded by no-flow boundaries, consistent with the large overpressure 
observed prior to geothermal activities. 

In the calibration procedure (section 3.2.1.3) fault transmissibility of the fault segments 
indicated in Figure 32 is varied. Another free parameter is the fault storativity (total 
compressibility times thickness) which is assumed to be homogeneous in the model.  

The number of fault segments, which is controlling the number of free model parameters, 
reflects a compromise between spatial resolution of permeability changes and computational 
effort. The 12 fault segments shown in Figure 32 were defined based on the distribution of 
SHPM reference points as well as on results from an initial optimization run. Here we noticed 
that the model fit according to Equation 1 does not significantly improve when doubling the 
number of free model parameters.  
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Figure 32: Numerical model geometry in map view. (Left): The model consists of a horizontal fault embedded into an 
impermeable matrix. Model dimensions are 20 km x 20 km. All model boundaries are implemented as no-flow boundaries. 
(Right): Model close up. Solid lines indicate segments of the fault with different hydraulic properties. Circles denote 
location of 9 reference points at which simulated pressure changes are compared to SHPM pressure changes. Red cross 
denotes injection point, i.e. wellbore fault intersection.  

3.2.1.3 Model Optimization 

Using the model set-up described in the previous section, the Nelder–Mead algorithm was 
used to find an optimal fit of SHPM pressure changes at the 9 reference locations and the 
pressure changes measured at the wellbore. The algorithm converged after approx. 260 
iterations (corresponding to approximately 600 model simulations). Figure 33 compares the 
temporal evolution of simulated and inferred SHPM pressure changes for the best fit model. 

Due to the high weight of the measured wellbore pressure in the optimization procedure 
(compare Equation 1), wellbore pressure is very well reproduced by the best fit FE model.   

A reasonable fit is also obtained at the 9 SHPM reference points, while the largest misfit is 
observed near the injection well (reference point 1). This might result from the 140 m location 
uncertainty (section 3.2.1.1) and could indicate that the actual location of the injection point 
does not exactly coincide with reference point 1, as assumed here. 

Furthermore, near the injection well (reference points 1 and 2), the SHPM pressure changes 
in the post-injection period (after day 17) are systematically larger than those predicted by 
the model. We interpret this discrepancy to result from changes in (total) normal stresses 
close to the injection well, which were not considered when inferring SHPM pressure changes. 
After shut-in, the poro-elastic effect of decreasing fluid pressure leads to a reduction of the 
(total) normal stress acting on the fault (note: the effective normal stress acting on the fault 
increases since pressure effects dominate). Thereby, the stress criticality is underestimated 
leading to overestimating SHPM pressure changes as discussed in [6]. This effect is most 
relevant near the injection well and needs to be considered in the interpretation of the model 
fit. For future applications it might be useful to exclude SHPM post-injection pressure changes 
near the injector from the optimization procedure. 
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Convergence to a local minimum in the model space is a known issue associated with the 
Nelder–Mead algorithm. To account for this, we repeated the optimization procedure using 
different starting points (homogeneous transmissibility, random selection). Although the 
resulting best fit models are not strictly identical, their overall characteristics are very similar 
thus putting confidence in our best fit model.  

Figure 34 shows the spatial distribution of fault transmissibility for the best fit model which 
we interpret as follows: 

 The high transmissibility in the outer zone (i.e. outside the contour line of seismic 
activity) indicates that the model dimension is too large and that the actual no-flow 
boundaries are located closer to the injection well. We experimented with smaller 
model dimensions but decided that it is not feasible to derive the exact location of the 
model boundaries. Therefore, the high transmissibility at the periphery of the model 
primarily reflects assumptions on model boundaries and should not be further 
interpreted.  

 In the inner region the highest transmissibility is obtained South/Southwest of the 
Habenero#4 injection well. This region was previously (massively) hydraulically 
stimulated through the Habanero#1 well located at 183 m / -41 m (compare section 
3.2.2). It appears that the transmissibility enhancement associated with the 
Habanero#1 stimulation is retained and that the region around the Habanero#1 well 
exhibits the largest transmissibility. 

 Near the Habanero#4 well we identify flow restrictions (reference points 4 and 5) 
causing flow from Habanero#4 predominantly into SE-NW direction. Flow restrictions 
as interpreted here have a large impact on the performance of the geothermal system 
and need to be accounted for in the geothermal system design (i.e. targets for future 
wells) as well as in forecasting the economics of the system.  

We attempted to increase the spatial resolution of the reservoir model but found that the 
model fit (Equation 1) does not noticeably improve by increasing the number of free model 
parameters.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measured wellhead pressure and SHPM pressure changes during Habanero#4 stimulation 
can be simultaneously matched with a numerical model, thereby demonstrating that the 
SHPM methodology is reliable and can be used for model calibration. 
 
SHPM observations indicate flow restrictions in the geothermal reservoir, which have a 
large impact on the (economic) performance of the geothermal system. 
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Figure 33: Comparison of the temporal evolution of simulated (red) and inferred SHPM pressure changes (blue squares) 
at the 9 reference points. Top panel shows measured (blue) and simulated (red) pressure changes at the wellbore. 
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Figure 34: Spatial distribution of fault transmissibility after model calibrations according to the colormap. Contour line 
indicates region of seismic activity. Numbered squares denote the location of the SHPM reference points. In the numerical 
model, the injection well coincides with reference point 1. The (global) fault storativity is 5.1e-9 m/Pa.  

3.2.2 Cooper Basin, Habanero #1 Re-Stimulation  

In our next data example, we consider the re-stimulation of a geothermal well in the Cooper 
Basin. Prior to re-stimulation, stress conditions and the critical level at which seismicity can 
occur exhibit strong lateral variations due to previous seismicity. These characteristics make 
the data set an ideal showcase for studying the performance of the SHPM approach under 
extremely challenging conditions. 

The Habanero#1 well targets the same sub-horizontal fault as the Habanero#4 well 
considered in the previous section. Both Habanero#1 stimulations were performed prior to 
the Habanero#4 stimulation. The same data processing was applied to all Habanero data sets. 
For a detailed description of the data processing of the initial Habanero#1 stimulation in 2003 
we refer to [26] and for the re-stimulation in 2005 to [27]. 

Figure 35 shows the hypocenter distribution associated with the Habanero#1 re-stimulation. 
As noted in [27], seismicity did not start near the injection well but at the outer rim of the 
previously stimulated region. This is an expression of the so-called Kaiser effect, providing 
direct evidence of strongly heterogeneous stress conditions on the fault prior to re-
stimulation [27]. 
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Figure 35: Hypocenter locations of the seismicity induced during the 2005 re-stimulation of well Habanero#1 (red star) in 
map view [27]. Each seismic event is displayed by a globe scaled to the event magnitude. Colour encoding denotes 
occurrence time according to the legend. Previous seismic activity associated with the initial 2003 stimulation of well 
Habanero#1 [26] is indicated by grey dots. Contour line indicates 2003 seismicity. 

We have applied the SHPM approach to the Habanero#1 re-stimulation following the steps 
described in [6]. Figure 36 shows the resulting distribution of maximum hydraulic pressure 
changes and Figure 37 the temporal evolution of pressure changes at 9 reference points. 

In contrast to SHPM pressure changes inferred for the Habanero#4 stimulation (Figure 31), 
the SHPM curves during the Habanero#1 re-stimulation (Figure 37) systematically intersect 
each other. This could be expected given that the critical pressure P0(r) at which the first slip 
occurred is strongly heterogeneous due to the Kaiser effect resulting from the initial 
stimulation. 

Based on an analytical solution for fluid injection into an infinite homogeneous fault [28], the 
maximum overpressure prevailing at the end of the initial Habanero#1 stimulation has been 
modelled (Figure 38, top). In a simplified approximation, the resulting spatial distribution of 
maximum overpressure has been taken as an estimate of the pressure level P0(r) at which 
further seismicity can occur.   

Figure 38 (bottom) shows absolute overpressure reconstructed by adding the initial pressure 

P0(r) to PSHPM. In a simplified model of a fault with homogeneous hydraulic properties, basic 
physical principles require that the overpressure curves at different locations do not intersect. 
Besides some data scattering, this is indeed almost the case (Figure 38, bottom). Furthermore, 
the maximum reconstructed overpressure in the reservoir remains approx. 5 MPa below the 
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maximum injection pressure, which is a plausible scenario for a diffusion process. These 

observations add confidence in the physical meaning of the PSHPM values and demonstrate 
that the SHPM approach can be applied even if initial stress-conditions are strongly 
heterogeneous.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHPM can be applied in a scenario where initial stress-conditions in the reservoir are 
strongly heterogeneous. 
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Figure 36: Map view of the spatial distribution of the maximum cumulative fluid pressure changes determined by the 
SHPM methodology. The time at which the maximum cumulative fluid pressure change is reached varies over the 
reservoir. Pressure changes are stated in Megapascals according to the color map. The star denotes the fault intersection 
of the well Habanero#1. Contour line denotes main region of previous seismic activity as outlined by the hypocenter 
distribution. Arrow indicates North direction. A constant stress drop of 0.1 MPa was assumed for determining fluid 
pressure changes.  
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Figure 37: (Top): Temporal evolution of cumulative fluid pressure changes determined by the SHPM methodology at the  
locations in the reservoir indicated by corresponding colors in the small figure inset. Contour line indicates 2003 seismicity 
(initial stimulation). The fracture intersection of the wellbore is indicated by a black star (Bottom): Temporal evolution of 

the pressure changes Pwhd measured at the wellhead of Habanero#1 during the re-stimulation. 
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Figure 38: (Top): Analytical solution [28] for pressure resulting from injection into an infinite fault with homogeneous 
properties. Parameters were selected to approximate the initial 2003 stimulation. Homogeneous fault transmissibility of 
T=0.11 Dm is assumed and a constant injection rate of 25 l/s. The spatial pressure distribution is shown after 11.5 days. 
Red squares denote distance of the 9 reference points and the associated pressure level which is assumed to equal the 
level P0(r) at which further seismicity can occur. (Bottom): Same as Figure 37 while absolute overpressure is reconstructed 

by adding the initial pressure P0(r) to PSHPM in the top panel.  

3.2.3 Paralana Stimulation 

The Paralana geothermal project, located in the Pootana Basin in southeastern Australia, was 
launched in 2007 by Petratherm Limited and Beach Energy. The first geothermal well 
Paralana-1b was drilled to a depth of 1,760 mSS and served as an exploration well. The second 
well, Paralana-2, was drilled down to the Mesoproterozoic basement at a depth of 
approximately 3,960 mSS [29]. Fractures overpressured by 27 Mpa were intersected between 
3,637 – 3,817 mSS [30]. Prior to stimulation, the casing was perforated between 3,639 mSS 
and 3,645 mSS [29].  

In January 2011, a ‘diagnostic fracture injection test’ was performed by injecting a small fluid 
volume of approx. 14 m3 into the Paralana-2 well [29]. During the four-hour test, well head 
pressure increased to 60 MPa. Approximately 300 induced earthquakes were detected, 125 
of which could be located [29], [30]. Seismicity was monitored with a 12-station network 
consisting of four 3-component 2 Hz surface seismometers, seven 3-component 4.5 Hz 
seismometers deployed in boreholes at 40-200 m depth and one 3-component 15 Hz 
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borehole seismometer in Paralana 1-b deployed at a depth of 1,797 m BGL [29], [30]. For 
further details of the seismic monitoring network we refer to [30].  

 
Figure 39: Station network in map view. The injection well is indicated by a yellow star. Blue triangles denote surface 
stations, red triangles denote instruments deployed in boreholes. The inset shows the location of the Paralana project 
site. 

In July 2011, a large-scale hydraulic stimulation, consisting of four injection phases, was 
conducted to enhance the hydraulic conductivity in the reservoir. During the five-days main 
injection phase, 3,100 m³ of fluid were injected into the Paralana-2 well with maximum flow-
rates of 27 l/s and wellhead pressures reaching 62 MPa. Before the start of the main injection, 
the seismic network was extended by five 3-component 2 Hz surface seismometers and four 
accelerometers [30]. During hydraulic stimulation, approximately 11,000 seismic events were 
automatically detected [30]. Quality control of the processed data was limited to seismic 
events with a magnitude Mw>-0.5 resulting in 2,600 seismic events ocurring between 10th of 
July and 23rd of August, 2011 [30]. For a detailed description of the stimulation experiments 
we refer to [29], [30]. 

As part of a previous, unpublished, study, project partner Q-con has re-processed the data 
set which was mady available by the Australian government through its agency PIRSA 
(https://www.pir.sa.gov.au). Re-processing was motivated by the comparatively large 
scattering of the hypocenter distribution reported by [29], [30]. The re-processing was 
resctricted to events Mw>-0.5 occurring in the time window 10th of July 2011 to 17th of July 
2011 when the extended seismic monitoring network was in operation. For this time window, 
a total number of 1,757 induced events could be re-located using Q-con’s in-house software 
QUBE.  

Quality control revealed two main issues in the data set: 

(i) A reflected phase with comparatively large amplitude frequently interfering with 
the S-phase onset at up to five borehole stations (this phase was already noticed 
by [29], but not accounted for by [30], 

(ii) instrument time drift at (at least) two borehole stations (compare Figure 40).   
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Figure 40: Seismogram example of an ML=2.3 induced earthquake (July 13th, 2011 03:23:27 UTC) recorded at stations B06 
and B07. Differential times between P (red) and S (green) phase onsets are not consistent with the absolute timing of the 
P onset indicating instrument time drift in the order of 0.4 s. 

To account for the issue of instrument time drift hypocenters were relocated based on 
differential S-P travel times ts-tp, which are to first order not sensitive to instrument time drift 

tp≈ts: 

 

Equation 2  

𝒕𝒔 − 𝒕𝒑 = (𝒕𝟎 + 
∆

𝒗𝒔
+ 𝜹𝒕𝒔) − (𝒕𝟎 +  

∆

𝒗𝒑
+ 𝜹𝒕𝒑) ≈

∆

𝒗𝒔
−

∆

𝒗𝒑
 

with  denoting hypocentral distance and vp, vs seismic wave velocities. Re-arranging 
Equation 2 yields: 

 

Equation 3  ∆ ≈
𝒗𝒑∗𝒗𝒔

𝒗𝒑−𝒗𝒔
∗ (𝒕𝒔 − 𝒕𝒑) 

The velocity term on the right hand side of  

Equation 3 was calibrated by assuming that the first twenty events occurring during the main 
stimulation are located close to the flow exit. The resulting station dependent velocity terms 
are almost constant for the first 20 events indicating that these events are almost co-located. 
Data from five borehole stations (B01, B02, B03, B05, B08) had to be discarded as only P-wave 
arrivals could be determined. 
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Figure 41: (A) Absolute hypocenter locations in perspective view with best fitting plane determined by linear regression. 
Histogram shows the vertical distances of the absolute hypocenter locations to the best fitting plane. Dotted curve 
indicates normal distribution with 0 mean and 30 m standard deviation. (B) Map view of fault plane solutions determined 
for the 40 strongest events. Injection point of the Paralana#2 injection well is indicated by a yellow star. (C) Earthquake 
source-centered, stereographic projection (lower hemisphere) of P-wave polarity data for the 40 strongest earthquakes. 
Beachball indicates compound fault plane solution. Coordinates are given with respect to the top of Paralana#2 
(30.21287°S/ 139.72850°E). 

Figure 41 shows the resulting distribution, where hypocenters predominantly align along a 
sub-horizontal plane-like structure at approximately 3,700 m depth. Scattering of hypocenter 
locations around the best fitting plane approximately follows a normal distribution with a 
standard deviation of 30 m (Figure 41, A), indicating that the apparent vertical thickness of 
the hypocenter distribution is dominated by hypocenter location errors and that most 
earthquakes have actually occurred on the same plane.      

Fault plane solutions were determined for the strongest events based on P-wave polarities 
and SH/P amplitude ratios following the approach of [31]. Furthermore, a compound fault 
plane solution was determined for all events following [27]. The resulting fault-plane solutions 
consistently indicate oblique thrust faulting (transpression) along the plane outlined by the 
hypocenter distribution (Figure 41).  

This scenario of a planar structure where seismicity is driven by a common mechanism is very 
similar to the situation in the Cooper Basin and we conclude that the same slider-block type 
approach [6] can be applied to the Paralana data set.  
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As part of task 7.4 we attempted to determine seismic stress drop based on the circular crack 
model of [32]. Resulting corner frequencies are strongly clustered around 13 Hz, independent 
of the seismic moment. This indicates that spectral fits are dominated by unmodelled 
contributions of the signal attenuation and that corner frequencies are not correctly resolved. 
Similar limitations were noted for the Cooper Basin data [6]. In the following we assume a 
constant stress drop of 0.1 MPa for all events, consistent with our previous approach. 
Subsequently, we applied the SHPM approach as described by [6].  

Figure 42 shows the resulting temporal evolution of inferred pressure changes at 8 reference 
points. Except for the red curve, we note similar characteristics as observed for the 
stimulation in the Cooper Basin (section 3.1) in the sense that (i) maximum pressure changes 
are obtained near the injection well and tend to decrease with distance from the well, (ii) the 
magnitude of pressure changes is smaller, but in the same order of magnitude as changes 
measured at the wellhead, and (iii) the delay of the pressure signal increases with distance 
from the injection well, as could be expected for hydraulic pressure diffusion. The 
characteristic of the red curve, however, is slightly different. Here, repeated slip started early 
and the inferred curve of pressure changes (red) intersects the blue curve. This can be 
explained when assuming that the pressure level at which seismicity started at the red 
location is ≥3.5 MPa higher compared to the respective level at the blue location. An increased 
pressure level at the red location might be a result from the pre-stimulation where seismicity 
has already occurred near the injection well. Due to the Kaiser effect [33], the pressure level 
at which subsequent seismicity is induced at this location is higher. 

Even when accounting for an overpressure level in the order of 5 MPa at which seismicity is 
initially induced, inferred pressure changes are still smaller than the pressure changes 
measured at the wellbore (Figure 43), consistent with basic physical principles. 

Therefore, we conclude that inferred pressure changes are plausible and that the SHPM 
approach can also be applied to the Paralana data set for reservoir model calibrating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHPM can be applied to the Paralana geothermal reservoir. The previous interpretation of 
the Paralana reservoir geometry was biased by processing artefacts. 
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Figure 42: (Top): Temporal evolution of cumulative fluid pressure changes determined by the SHPM methodology at the 
8 locations in the reservoir indicated by corresponding colors in the small figure inset. Black star denotes location of the 

wellbore-fault intersection (Bottom): Temporal evolution of the pressure changes Pwhd measured at the wellhead of 
Paralana#2 during the stimulation. 

 
Figure 43: Map view of the spatial distribution of the maximum cumulative fluid pressure changes determined by the 
SHPM methodology.  The time at which the maximum cumulative fluid pressure change is reached varies over the 
reservoir. Pressure changes are stated in Megapascals according to the color map. The star denotes the injection point of 
the well Paralana#2. Contour line denotes main region of seismic activity as outlined by the hypocenter distribution. Arrow 
indicates North direction. A constant stress drop of 0.1 MPa was assumed for determining fluid pressure changes.  
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4 Conclusions and Future Steps 

In line with the general objectives of the S4CE project in terms of (i) assessing environmental 
risks associated with geothermal projects and (ii) optimizing their economics for supporting 
technology up-scaling, this deliverable aims at improving economic risk management, a pre-
requisite for scaling up the geothermal technology. 

Previously developed fluid flow models (Task 5.4) for the United Downs geothermal project 
site were further refined, based on observation data acquired in the course of ongoing project 
development. Several competing fluid flow models were derived. None of these models, 
however, could be rejected or validated due to missing observation data associated with the 
delay at UDDGP. 

The competing fluid flow models were used in a ‘prognosis framework’ for studying 
geothermal reservoir performance and induced seismicity for UDDGP. Our fault-dominated 
fluid flow models consistently indicate near critical stress conditions and a pronounced 
seismicity response to fluid injection into the well UD-1. If not properly mitigated by a traffic 
light system (TLS), felt earthquakes and earthquakes potentially causing damage may result 
from injection into UD-1. For a geothermal production scenario, where cold water is injected 
into UD-2, fluid flow models indicate a seismicity response due to reservoir cooling. Based on 
our current models, the occurrence of felt earthquakes is likely, but ground vibrations remain 
below the threshold for material damage. The latter conclusion is depending on hydraulic 
fault properties, which are not well understood yet. We recommend further testing of the 
fault zone intersected by UD-2 and updating the fluid flow models accordingly.  

Originally, it was planned to validate one of the UDDGP fluid flow models using the new SHPM 
methodology developed in Task 5.4. Observation data required for this approach, however, 
is insufficient due to the delayed project development at UDDGP. Therefore, the SHPM 
calibration approach was developed and tested using alternative data sets from similar 
geothermal projects. For a hydraulic stimulation of the Habanero#4 well (Cooper 
Basin/Australia), spatio-temporal pressure changes inferred by SHPM were reasonably 
matched with a numerical fluid flow model. Due to the 4D nature of SHPM ‘observations’, the 
validated fluid flow model lacks the ambiguity typically associated with hydraulic data 
matching. Using data from two other geothermal injection experiments we demonstrate that 
application of the SHPM approach is not limited to a specific data set but can be applied in 
the broader context of seismogenic, fault-dominated reservoirs.  

The overall work-flow (Figure 1), a part of which is SHPM, can be applied to other geothermal 
projects to assist project developers in constraining their project risks. The methodologies 
and results obtained in Task 7.4 could be extended into recommendations (white paper) for 
a project-specific seismic hazard and risk analysis framework for geothermal technologies, 
potentially with global applicability. 
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5 Publications Resulting from the Work Described  

 Inferring in situ hydraulic pressure from induced seismicity observations: An 
application to the Cooper Basin (Australia) geothermal reservoir. Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, 125, e2019JB019070. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JB019070  

 (When) Do Earthquakes Respect Traffic Lights? Stefan Baisch, Pia Carstens, Robert 
Vörös, Kosha Wittmann; 82nd EAGE Conference & Exhibition 2020, June 2021, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

 Inferring Hydraulic Pressure Changes from Induced Seismicity Observations: Three 
showcases from geothermal reservoirs. Christopher Koch, Stefan Baisch, Elmar 
Rothert and John Reinecker. Submitted to International Journal of Geophysics. 

 Geothermal exploration and reservoir modelling at UDDGP. John Reinecker, Jon 
Gutmanis, Lucy Cotton. Manuscript in preparation. 
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